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Abstract

To parallelise Do-across loop nests on distributed-memory multicomputers,
parallelising compilers need to convert the global data arrays in the original
sequential programs into local data arrays in local memories of parallel proces-
sors. The address translation scheme from the global data array to the local
memory should be such that the demand for local memory should be kept
as low as possible so the the problem size of the program can scale up with
the number of processors. This paper introduces the techniques to achieve
that goal, namely: (1) address compression, (2) address folding and (3) mem-
ory recycling. Using these techniques in our experiment of Do-across loops
on Fujitsu AP1000, we are able to run very large Do-across loop nests with
relatively small size local memories of the AP1000 processors.
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1 Introduction

This paper addresses the address translation problem in compiler parallelisation of uni-

form recurrences on distributed-memory multicomputers. Uniform recurrences [5] are

usually implemented as perfectly nested loops with uniform data dependencies between

loop iterations. They are common in programs for solving partial di�erential equations

with the �nite di�erence method.

In related work [8], we showed that very high speedup and e�ciency can be achieved

for uniform recurrences on multicomputers by combining the techniques of loop tiling

[1, 9], chain-based scheduling and indirect message passing. The basic strategy is to tile

and partition the loop iterations to align message-passing for low data communication

overhead. The data partition is, then, derived from the loop iteration partitioning using

the "Computer-Owns" rule, provided that program is transformed to a single-assignment

form �rst. Uniform recurrences can be transformed to a single-assignment form by ex-

panding the data array for temporal iterative loops [3, 4]. One of the consequences is an

enlarged data space. The data array in the following four-point relaxation program:

Do t = 1, 1000

Do i = 1, 100

Do j = 1, 100

a(i,j)= 0.25(a(i-1,j)+a(i,j-1)+a(i,i+1)+a(i+1,j))

EndDo

EndDo

EndDo

can be expanded into a three-dimensional array, and the transformed program is as follows:

Do t = 1, 1000

Do i = 1, 100

Do j = 1, 100

a(t,i,j)= 0.25(a(t,i-1,j)+a(t,i,j-1)+a(t-1,i,i+1)+a(t-1,i+1,j))

EndDo

EndDo

EndDo

We face two basic problems here in regard to address translation. First, the global address
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space of the array has to be partitioned and distributed in the local memories of the

processors, because there is no global memory addressing mechanism in multicomputers.

Second, the large data space of the expanded array needs to be reduced; otherwise the

program is not scalable.

Additional complications arise as the array space allocated to each processor is not

contiguous due to the block-cyclic iteration space partitioning. In order to use the local

memory of the processor e�ciently, we need to compress the array data space before

mapping it to the local memory. The data array space allocated to each processor is not

guaranteed to be rectangular due to the loop skewing transformation performed before

the loop iteration tiling and partitioning. One problem is mapping a non-rectangular

array to the rectangular local array in local memory.

In this paper, we present the techniques to solve these problems. In particular, address

compression is used to deal with the sparseness of the local data space, address folding

with the non-rectangular shape of the local data space, and �nally memory recycling with

the expanded data array.

We �rst provide the basic concepts and their de�nitions, and formulate the problem in

Section 2. Address compression is described in detail in Section 3. Section 4 is dedicated

to the code generation for parallel processors. Address folding and memory recycling are

then presented in Sections 5 and 6, respectively. Section 7 concludes the paper with a

short summary.

2 Preliminaries

In this section the basis of the problem is formally de�ned. First some underlying concepts

must be covered. These are: iteration space, iteration space partitioning, computer-owns,

data partitioning, duplicate data and the problem itself.

2.1 The Iteration Space

A nested set of loops de�nes a sequence of iteration points. The set of points de�nes

an iteration space. The rank of this space is the same as the depth of the loop nest. The

example in Figure 1 forms a 2D iteration space from the pair of i and j values.

The form of the loop nest in Figure 1 is characterised as a \perfect loop nest", formally
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1 Do i = 0; 7
2 Do j = 0; 3
3 A(2i; j) = A(2i� 2; j) + A(2i� 2; j � 1)
4 EndDo
5 EndDo

Figure 1. 2D Example

de�ned as follows.

De�nition 1 (Perfect Loop Nest) A perfect loop nest is a set of loops where the body

of the loop is either a loop or a set of statements not containing any loops. Only the inner

most loop does not have a loop as it's body.

A loop speci�es an index variable and de�nes both a lower and upper bound. A loop

of the form, described in [9]:

Do ik = Lk; Uk

forms a pair of inequalities:

Lk � ik ^ ik � Uk

These inequalities de�ne the bounds on the index variable ik. The step size of the index

variable is (by default) 1. Each lower and upper bound may be further described as:

Lk = max(Lk;1; : : : ; Lk;v) ^ Uk = min(Uk;1; : : : ; Uk;w)

where each

Lk;j =

&
l0k;j + l1k;j i1 + : : :+ lk�1k;j ik�1

lk;j

'
, Uk;j =

$
u0k;j + u1k;j i1 + : : :+ uk�1k;j ik�1

uk;j

'

where lhk;j ; u
h
k;j 2 Z and lk;j ; uk;j 2 Z n f0g. The original inequality is:

max(Lk;1; : : : ; Lk;v) � ik

which can simply be rewritten in terms of individual inequalities removing the max op-

erator, resulting in:

Lk;1 � ik ^ : : : ^ Lk;v � ik
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For the upper bound the pattern is the same.

Loop nests such as the one in Figure 1 can be described in terms of the above inequal-

ities. This allows a formal mathematical description to characterise the loop nest. From

the above description we can see intuitively that the iteration space formed by the loop

nest is bound by a set of hyperplanes.

The space formed by the above inequalities can be expressed as an integer polytope,

(see de�nition 2). A polytope is a space de�ned by bounding planes. A property of a

polytope is that it is convex. Thus any line which intersects the polytope has only one

entry point and one exit point. This allows the space's dimensions to be interchanged,

reversed or skewed by other dimensions and the resulting space will still be convex. Thus

allowing the new space to be re-expressed as a perfect loop nest.

De�nition 2 (Integer Polytope) A polytope is a convex hull bounded by a set of hy-

perplanes. Each hyperplane can be expressed as a linear inequality of the form:

cj;1i1 + : : : cj;nin � cj

A matrix pair, C 2 Z��n and c 2 Z��1, in which a row is the set of coe�cients in the

above are used to construct the polytope:

poly(C; c) = f~x 2 Rn j C~x � cg

An integer polytope is then the set of integer points contained within it, and is denoted by:

int(C; c) = f~i 2 Zn j~i 2 poly(C; c)g

For the example given in Figure 1 we can form the set of inequalities and the resulting

polytope for the loop nest. The inequalities are:

0 � i ^ i � 7

0 � j ^ j � 3
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Figure 2. Simple Tiling Of 2D Example

From this we form the matrix pair C; c as:

C =

2
666664

1 0

�1 0

0 1

0 �1

3
777775 ; c =

2
666664

7

0

3

0

3
777775

We then denote the resulting iteration space by I as de�ned in the following:

I = int(C; c)

2.2 Iteration Space Partitioning

In order to take advantage of a multicomputer system we need to distribute the loop

iterations across the processors in some manner. On the other hand, a single loop iteration

is too small to be considered as a parallel task due to the large message-passing overhead of

data communication. Therefore, the iteration space is partitioned into groups of iterations

called tiles for larger task granularity. A tile is a rectangular subspace of the iteration

space.

For instance, as shown in Figure 2 the iteration space from Figure 1 has been divided

up into eight tiles, each of which is a 2 � 2 rectangle. The size of a tile is de�ned by an

n-dimensional vector, called the tile size vector:

~k = (k1; : : : ; kn) 2 N
n
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where each ki is the number of iteration in dimension i. The number of iterations in a

full tile is, thus, k1 � : : :� kn. For the example in 2, the tile size vector is ~k = (2; 2) and

each tile has 4 loop iterations.

A particular tile can be represented by a tile index vector. For instance we can use

the tile index vectors in f~t 2 Zn j ~0 � ~t � (3; 1)g to represent the eight tiles in Figure 2.

All the tile index vectors de�ne a tile space.

To �nd the mapping from loop iterations to non-negative tile index vectors, we need the

largest integer vector~imin such that~imin �~i for all~i in the iteration space of the loop nest.

Given the real polytope poly(C; c) of the loop nest, we de�ne ~Xmin = (Xmin;1; : : : ; Xmin;n)

such that:

Xmin;k = minfXk 2 R j 9(X1; : : : ; Xk�1; Xk+1; : : : ; Xn) 2 R
n�1

s.t. (X1; : : : ; Xk�1; Xk; Xk+1; : : : ; Xn) 2 poly(C; c)g

~Xmin is a constant vector which can be calculated by successive integer programming

projections [anega92,ancour91] based of Fourier-Motzkin elimination [2]. Note that ~Xmin

may not be an integer point in the iteration space, but we have ~Xmin � ~X for all ~X 2

poly(C; c). Since int(C; c) � poly(C; c), we have ~Xmin � ~i for all ~i 2 int(C; c). Let

~imin =
l
~Xmin

m
and we have ~imin � ~i for all ~i 2 int(C; c). Similarly we obtain can

~Xmax = (Xmax;1; : : : ; Xmax;n) such that:

Xmax;k = maxfXk 2 R j 9(X1; : : : ; Xk�1; Xk+1; : : : ; Xn) 2 R
n�1

s.t. (X1; : : : ; Xk�1; Xk; Xk+1; : : : ; Xn) 2 poly(C; c)g

and ~imax =
j
~Xmax

k
.

Given a tile size vector ~k, loop tiling is de�ned by a function called the loop tiling

function as follows:

t : I 7! Zn; t(~i) =

$
~i�~imin

~k

%

The tile space is the range of function t, denoted by T. That is

T = f~t 2 Zn j 9~i 2 I s.t. t(~i) = ~tg

According to the loop tiling function t, loop iterations ~i 2 I satisfying ~imin + ~k � ~t �
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P = (2,1)

P1

P2

0

0 1

Figure 3. 2D Processor Mesh With 2 Processors

~i � ~imin + ~k � ~t + ~k � ~1 are mapped to the same tile with tile index ~t. Therefore, the set

of loop iterations in the tile ~t can be de�ned by

I~t = f~i 2 I j ~k � ~t �~i�~imin � ~k � ~t+ ~k � ~1g

The iteration

~io;~t =~imin + ~k � ~t

is de�ned as the origin of the tile ~t.

Parallel processors of a multicomputer system are represented by an n-dimensional

rectangular mesh called the processor space:

P = f~p 2 Zn j ~0 � ~p � ~P � ~1g

where ~P = (P1; : : : ; Pn) is a positive integer vector called the processor mesh size vector,

(ie 1 � Pi for all 1 � i � n).

Each processor in the processor space is uniquely identi�ed by a processor index vector

~p 2 P. The total number of processors in the processor space is the product of the

components of the processor mesh size vector ~P , P1 � : : :� Pn.

To maximise the parallelism, the tiles are allocated to parallel processors cyclically.

Suppose the tiles in Figure 2 are to be allocated to a 2�1, (ie ~P = (2; 1)), processor mesh

as shown in Figure 3, then the �rst dimension of the tile space is cyclically allocated to

the two processors in that dimension, and the tiles in the second dimension are allocated

to the same processor because there is only one processor in that dimension. The result

of tile allocation is shown in Figure 4.

In general tile allocation is de�ned by a function called the tile allocation function, see

[8, 7], as follows:

� : T 7! P; �(~t) = ~t mod ~P
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Figure 4. Distribution Of Tile On A (2,1) Processor Space

We denote the set of tiles mapped to the processor ~p by T~p. That is,

T~p = f~t 2 T j �(~t) = ~pg

The iteration points allocated to a particular processor ~p are the iteration points

contained within each tile allocated to that processor. The portion of the iteration space

allocated to processor ~p, denoted by I~p, is then:

I~p = f~i 2 I j 9~t 2 T~p ^ ~k � ~t �~i�~imin � ~k � ~t+ ~k � ~1g

In Figure 4 the eight tiles from Figure 2 are allocated to the two processors in the

example processor mesh of Figure 3, where the processor mesh size vector ~P = (2; 1).

The processor space for Figure 3 is P = f(0; 0); (1; 0)g.

The allocation of tiles to processors in Figure 4 is cyclical in all dimensions. We see

processor ~p = (0; 0) has the set of tiles f(0; 0); (0; 1); (2; 0); (2; 1)g allocated to it.

2.3 \Computer-Owns" Rule and Data Partitioning

The body of the loop nest contains an assignment statement with array references of an

array. Only one array reference is a write array reference and the remaining are read

array references. Let the set of data elements of the array be denoted by A. Each array

reference is a mapping from the iteration space I to the data space A:

f : I 7! A
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we denote the write array reference by fw and the set of read array references by F.

We assume that some transformations such as renaming and array expansion have

been performed so that each data element is written to at most once during the execution

of the loop nest.

Assumption 1 (Single Assignment Assumption) It is assumed that every array el-

ement written to is unique over the execution of the iteration space, ie:

8~i;~j 2 I s.t. ~i 6= ~j ) fw(~i) 6= fw(~i)

Based on this assumption, the data space A is partitioned across parallel processors

using the write array reference fw. In particular the set of data elements owned by

processor ~p, denoted by W~p, is de�ned as:

W~p = ffw(~i) j~i 2 I~pg

where I~p is the set of loop iterations allocated to processor ~p as de�ned before.

This rule of data allocation is called the \Computer-Owns Rule", because a data

element is owned by the processor that computes it's value. This is di�erent from the

\Owner-Computes Rule" for data-parallel programs where user speci�ed data partitioning

determines the iteration space partitioning.

Since I~p1\I~p2 = ; for any two processors ~p1 and ~p2, we haveW~p1 \W~p1 = ; according

to the Single Assignment Assumption.

2.4 Data Dependence and Duplicated Data Sets

All anti-dependencies have been removed by renaming before applying the methods in

this paper. Additionally the \Single Assignment Assumption" ensures that no output

dependencies exist.

The execution order of the iterations and the array references may cause ow data

dependences. A ow data dependence occurs when a data element in an array is de�ned

in one iteration and used in a subsequent iteration.

In this paper we consider only constant distance vectors, see [6, 5]. A constant distance

vector ~d 2 Zn represents the distance in iteration points between where the data is

modi�ed and used. For a distance vector caused by the write array reference fw and the
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Figure 5. Distribution Of Tile On A (2,1) Processor Space With Read Space

read array reference fk 2 F the distance vector ~d is assumed to be constant, ie:

9~d 2 Zn s.t. 8~i;~j 2 I s.t. ~i = ~j + ~d) fw(~j) = fk(~i) (1)

The set of all distance vectors is then denoted by D.

In general the loop nest body will be of the form:

fw(~i) = g(f1(~i); : : : ; f�(~i))

In Figure 1 there is one write array reference and two read array references. This

causes data ow between iterations, this data ow is summarised by the distance vector

set:

D = f(1; 0); (1; 1)g

respectively.

Data dependencies describe a ow of data from one calculation to another. If the

iteration space is then partitioned into tiles there will be a ow of data across the tile

borders.

Tiles allocated to di�erent processors will have to communicate results in order to

correctly complete the calculation. Data being passed from one tile to another must be

stored temporarily on the destination until it has used that data.

The memory space allocated for a tile must include both the write points and read

points. The write points for a tile ~t are denoted:

W~t = ffw(~i) j~i 2 I~tg
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Similarly the read points for tile ~t and read reference fk are denoted:

R0
~t;k

= ffk(~i) j~i 2 I~tg

but recall that from Equation 1 we have fw(~i) = fk(~i + ~dk) so the read points can be

rewritten in terms of fw and ~dk and is denoted by:

R0

~t;~dk
= ffw(~i) j~i+ ~dk 2 I~t ^~i 2 Ig

this then includes all data dependencies within the iteration space, but a read reference fr

will also read points outside the iteration space. These data points are initial data. They

need to be included in the read space of a tile and the entire read space for a tile is then

denoted by:

R~t;~dk
= ffw(~i) j~i+ ~dk 2 I~tg

The total space for a tile is going to include all the write points and read points:

M0
~t
=W~t [

[
8~d2Da

R~t;~d

The shape of the iteration points (both write and read) associated with tile ~t may be

complex. An e�ective association of iteration points with a tile is made, where the shape

is rectangular and compact. This will encompass slight more space than required, but it

will not be signi�cant as tile sizes are usually large and distance vectors small.

If we consider one distance vector initially, the resulting space is:

W~t [R~t;~d
= ffw(~i) j~i 2 I~tg [ ffw(~i) j~i+ ~d 2 I~tg

= ffw(~i) j ~k � ~t �~i�~imin � ~k � ~t+ ~k � ~1 _ ~k � ~t� ~d �~i�~imin � ~k � ~t+ ~k � ~1� ~dg

= ffw(~i) j ~k � ~t� ~d �~i�~imin � ~k � ~t+ ~k � ~1g

as ~0 � ~d. E�ectively the tile is extended by ~d to encompass the extra points.

All the distance vectors in D are merge to form a single distance vector called the

maximum distance vector, see [8, 7], this is denoted by:

~dmax = maxD
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The information required by a tile is encompassed by:

M~t = ffw(~i) j ~k � ~t� ~dmax �~i�~imin � ~k � ~t+ ~k � ~1g

and it can easily be shown that

W~t [
[

8~d2Da

R~t;~d
�M~t

The distribution vector ~q 2 f0; 1gn indicates which dimensions are distributed, where:

~q = (q1; : : : ; qn)

qk =

8><
>:

1 if 1 < Pk

0 otherwise

The amount of data that needs to be allocated to a tile ~t can be reduced from M~t if

some of the dimensions are not distributed. The tile data was extended from W~t to M~t

by ~dmax, but in the non distributed dimensions the size is only kj and not kj+dmax;j, and

we obtain:

M~t;~q = ffw(~i) j ~k � ~t� ~dmax � ~q �~i�~imin � ~k � ~t+ ~k � ~1g

The size of the tiles required data is denoted ~k0 and is called the e�ective tile size, and

is:

~k0 = ~k + ~dmax � ~q

The union of all the tiles encapsulating both write and read points allocated to a

particular processor ~p forms subset of the global data space which the processor requires

to perform it's computations, this is given by:

A0

~p =
[

8~t2T~p

M~t

Figure 6 is an example of a di�erent write and read sections of a tile ~t = (1; 1) where

~k = (4; 4) and a distance vector ~d = (1; 1). Sections B, C, E and F form the write section

for tile (1; 1). Sections D, E, G and H form the read space for tile (1; 1). The data in

section D must come from tile (0; 1), section G must come from tile (0; 0) and section H
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Figure 6. Tile Read And Write Sections, fw(~i) =~i and fr(~i) =~i� ~1

must come from tile (1; 0). The data written in section B is read by tile (1; 2), section C

is read by tile (2; 2) and section F is read by tile (2; 1).

3 Address Compression

If the references to memory are dense then the e�cient mapping of memory is simpli-

�ed. The iteration space along with the array reference functions determine the memory

accesses.

Each processor is allocated a set of tiles, the resulting iteration space is sparse. Addi-

tionally the array reference functions may also cause sparse memory accesses.

The array reference function is not assumed to be easily invertible, although by de�-

nition fw is one to one over I it is still possible to have array references such as in Figure

9 instead of the body in the example given in Figure 1. Both produce the same set of

distance vectors and are invertible for the iteration space given.

This section covers the three aspects of achieving an e�ective mapping of the loop nest

to a processor mesh, these are; iteration space compression, local data space determination

and code generation.

3.1 Iteration Space Compression
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The iteration space provides the semantics for the problem. The data space is simply

de�ned by a user as somewhere to put their data. The division of the iteration space

determines the data each processor requires.

The relationships shown in Figure 7 describe how we can translate from global I to

local iteration space IL.

Each point in the iteration space exists within a tile and is o�set from the origin of

that tile. The mapping from the global iteration space to the intra-tile space is given by

a function called the global intra-tile o�set function and is de�ned as:

to : I 7! Zn; to(~i) = (~i�~imin) mod ~k

The range of this function then de�nes the intra-tile space and is denoted:

To = fto(~i) j~i 2 Ig

= f~i 2 Zn j ~0 �~i � ~k � ~1g

In Figure 4 the origin of the tile ~t = (2; 1) is the point~io;~t = (4; 2). The point~i = (5; 2)

is within the tile ~t = (2; 1), and it's index in the intra-tile space is (1; 0). The intra-tile

space for this example is To = f(0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 0); (1; 1)g.

In Figure 4 the point ~i = (5; 2) mapped to the pair (2; 1) � (1; 0).

A point~i in the iteration space maps uniquely to a pair ~t�~io where ~t = t(~i) and~iot
o(~i).

It is then possible to form a function from T�To to the iteration space I, this function

is denoted:

t�1 : T�To 7! I; t�1(~t;~io) = ~k � ~t+~io +~imin
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In Figure 4 processor ~p = (0; 0) has tile (0; 0) as it's �rst tile in dimension 1, it's

second tile is (2; 0) an so on. Processor ~p = (1; 0) has as it's �rst tile (1; 0) and (3; 1) as

it's second an so on. In a cyclic distribution, each block of Pk tiles in turn is distribute

amongst the Pk processors in the mesh.

In general this cyclic distribution allows a local representation of the tile number. This

representation is independent of the processor. The global to local tile function is de�ned

as:

� : T 7! Zn : �(~t) =

$
~t

~P

%

and the range of the function then de�nes the local tile space, and is denoted by:

TL = f�(~t) j ~t 2 T~pg

The mapping from global to local tile is independent of the tile space, but the reverse

is not. In every block of ~P tiles processor ~p's tile occupies position ~p. The local to global

tile function is de�ned as:

��1~p : TL 7! T; ��1~p (~t0) = ~P � ~t0 + ~p

The resulting local tiles are compact, so that the steps between the tiles in any given

dimension are of size 1.

Each processor must have a local representation of the iteration space. In Figure 5 we

see the complete space for processor ~p = (0; 0). The e�ective tile size ~k0 = (3; 2) was given

earlier. The global iteration point~i = (5; 2) is in tile ~t = (2; 1) and o�set ~to = (1; 0). This

is in local tile ~t0 = (1; 1) and has an equivalent local point of ~i0 = (4; 3). Notice the �rst

point of the local space is at ~0 and all points must be o�set by the maximum distance

vector ~dmax to encompass the initial data.

In general the local tile and intra-tile o�set map to a unique local iteration points ~i0,

this function is de�ned as:

�1 : TL �To 7! Zn; �1(~t0;~io) = ~k0 � ~t0 +~io + ~dmax

The local iteration space is then the range of the function for the given global iterations,
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and is denoted by:

IL = f�1(~t0;~io) j ~t
0 2 TL ^~io 2 Tog

Every point in the local iteration space belongs to a particular tile within the local

tile space. The function from local iteration to local tile is de�ned as:

 : IL 7! TL; (~i
0) =

6664~i0 � ~dmax

~k0

7775

In Figure 5 the local iteration point ~i0 = (5; 2) belongs to local tile ~t0 = (1; 1).

Similarly to the global iteration space the local iteration space points also map to an

intra-tile space o�set. The mapping is de�ned by the function:

o : IL 7! To; 
o(~i0) = (~i0 � ~dmax) mod ~k

It is now possible to form an invertible mapping between the global and local iteration

spaces. The function is then simply constructed from the functions given above, and as

such the mapping from global to local iteration space is independent of the particular

processor and is de�ned by the function called the global to local iteration function:

� : I 7! IL; �(~i) = �1(�(t(~i)); to(~i))

= ~k0 �

$
~i�~imin

~k � ~P

%
+ (~i�~imin) mod ~k + ~dmax

The inverse of the global to local iteration function is dependent of the processor. This

is given by the individual function for each processor called the local to global iteration

function:

��1~p : IL 7! I; ��1~p (~i0) = t�1(��1~p ((~i0)); o(~i0))

= ~k � ( ~P �

6664~i0 � ~dmax

~k0

7775+ ~p) + (~i0 � ~dmax) mod ~k +~imin

As seen in Figure 5 for processor ~p = (0; 0) the point~i = (5; 2) maps to the local point

~i0 = (5; 3).
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Figure 8. Local Data Space

3.2 Local Data Space

To store the information associated with the iteration space a local data space must be

formed. The size of this data space is dependant upon; the iteration space, processor

space, distance vectors and tile sizes.

The iteration space must be expanded to encompass the read points that can be

referenced by the read references. The following is then obtained:

S = f~i 2 Zn j 9~j 2 I s.t. ~0 � ~j �~i � ~dmaxg

Every point in S is either a write and/or read point, and I � S. The inequalities that

constitute the integer polytope and the additional inequalities given in the above expres-

sion can be merged to form a new integer polytope. The new polytope describing the

extended space is denoted by int(	;  ).

The rank of the global data space is that of the iteration space. The size of the global

data space is de�ned by a vector ~s = (s1; : : : ; sn) 2 Nn where each sk represents the size

of the global data space in dimension k.

As a notational aid we introduce two new notations; a vector concatenation operator

and a set projection notation. Vector concatenation is de�ned as:

(a1; : : : ; ai; b1; : : : ; bj) = (a1; : : : ; ai)� (b1; : : : ; bj)

for the tuples: (a1; : : : ; ai; b1; : : : ; bj) 2 � i+j , (a1; : : : ; ai) 2 � i and (b1; : : : ; bj) 2 � j . The

projection of an m-dimensional set onto it's �rst i dimensions where A � �m is:

Aji = f(a1; : : : ; ai) 2 �
i j 9(ai+1; : : : ; am) 2 �

m�i s.t. ~a� (ai+1; : : : ; am) 2 Ag
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The size of a dimension si is determined by the maximum range of points in dimension

i independently of the inner i+1 to n dimensions. The range of a set of values is de�ned

as:

Rng B = maxB�minB+ 1

where B � R. Each possible point in the outer 1 to i� 1 dimensions must be considered.

The range at a particular point ~a 2 Poly(	;  )ji�1 is then given by:

S~ai = Rng fj 2 R j ~a� (j) 2 Poly(	;  )jig

we then consider each possible point:

si = maxfS~ai j ~a 2 Poly(	;  )ji�1g

Checking all points in the projection of the polytope in dimensions 1 to i � 1 is

ine�cient, even if only integer points are examined. We can use the properties of polytopes

to reduce the points to be checked. Only vertices need to be checked, as the maximum

ranges will occur where either or both end points are at a vertex. The calculation of the

vertex points is in appendix A. The vertex points are denoted by V.

To evaluate si we only consider vertices, thus:

si = maxfS~ai j ~a 2 Vji�1g

For the example in Figure 8 the only points to be considered for the project of the poly-

tope were (0; 0), (0; 2), (4; 3) or (4; 5), where the range of the projection onto dimension

2 is 3.

Having determined the number of data points in each dimension, we approximate the

space by the number of tiles of data in each dimension of the space. This is denoted by:

~n =

&
~s

~k

'

All processors have the same number of tiles allocated to them, (some processors may

require one less tile some dimensions). Using the SPMD model every processor is treated

the same. The maximum number of tiles of data a processor may have is then denoted

18



by:

~n~P
=

&
~n

~P

'

The total space need for each local data space including the addition read information

for each tile, is given by:

~a0 = ~n~P �
~k0

The local data space is de�ned as:

AL = f~i 2 Zn j ~0 �~i � ~a0 � ~1g

4 Loop Nest Code Generation

The code generation can be considered in two distinct parts; the generation of the loops

and the generation of the body. In this section we only consider the loop nest code

generation.

Do i1 = 0; 30

Do i2 = max(0; i1 � 3); i1 + 10

A(2i1; i
2
2 + 2i2 + 1) = A(2i1 � 2; i22 + 2i2 + 1) +A(2i1 � 2; i22)

Figure 9. 2D Skewed Loop Nest

In Figure 9 is an example of a 2D iteration space with the second or inner dimension

skewed by the �rst. The polytope which describes this space is:

C =

2
666666664

�1 0

1 0

0 �1

1 �1

�1 1

3
777777775
; c =

2
666666664

0

30

0

3

10

3
777777775

From this is obtained ~imin = (0; 0) and ~imax = (30; 40), by Fourier-Motzkin elimination.

In order to simplify the generation of the tile loops the de�nition of the local tile space
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is relaxed. The maximum tile index in the tile space is denoted:

~tmax = t(~imax)

and the maximum tile index in the local space is then given by:

~t0max = �(~tmax)

The local tile space can then be expressed as:

T0

L = f~t0 2 Zn j ~0 � ~t0 � ~t0maxg

where TL � T0
L. This can then be used as a valid tile space as the inner iteration loops

will only execute valid iterations.

In Figure 10 the tile space is given for the example in Figure 9 where the tile size

~k = (3; 3). We obtain ~tmax = (10; 13). The processor mesh size is ~P = (2; 1), and the

resulting ~t0max = (5; 13).

The global iteration space when it is tiled and distributed may not be describable by

a polytope, even after the space has been compressed. The problem is to then produce

a local iteration space which will only perform it's calculation and no additional ones. A

correct but naive solution to the general case is:

Do ~t0 = ~0;~t0max

Do ~i0 = ~k0 � ~t0 + ~dmax; ~k
0 � (~t0 + ~1)� ~1
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If ��1(~i0) 2 int(C; c) then

AL(i
0
1 + 1; i02 + 1) = AL(i

0
1; i

0
2 + 1) +AL(i

0
1; i

0
2)

End If

where each local iteration is check to see if it's corresponding global iteration is in the

iteration space.

The tiled global iteration space loops have the following form:

Do ij = max(Lj;1; : : : ; Lj;u; kjtj + imin;j);min(Uj;1; : : : ; Uj;v; kjtj + kj � 1 + imin;j)

where kjtj + imin;j is the ideal start value in dimension j, and kjtj + kj � 1 + imin;j is the

ideal end value of the index. At the boundaries and in the empty tiles Lj;1; : : : ; Lj;u or

Uj;1; : : : ; Uj;v become the dominant limit.

An e�ective solution can be obtained by maintaining both a local and global index

variable, and using the global index variable to determine the limits. The following two

equations are the initial value for ij and the upper bound uj on ij for the given tile index

tj , and they are denoted by:

ij = max(Lj;1; : : : ; Lj;u; kjtj + imin;j)

uj = min(Uj;1; : : : ; Uj;v; kjtj + kj � 1 + imin;j)

where tj = Pjt
0
j + pj.

Each tile ~t 2 T has a corresponding local tile ~t0 = �(~t). For each ~i 2 I~t and ~i
0 = �(~i),

the o�set from the �rst iteration point with ~t and ~t0 are the equal. To determine the start

position for index i0j in the local space we need to determine the o�set of the start position

in global space, (the di�erence between the origin of the tile and initial global index), and

is denoted:

ioj = ij � kjtj � imin;j

The initial value for the local index variable i0j is then:

i0j = ioj + k0jt
0

j + dmax;j

Each iteration loop in the loop nest then becomes:
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Do t01 = 0; 5
Do t02 = 0; 13

Dequeue and Unpack Messages For Local Tile (t01; t
0
2)

i1 = max(0; 6t01 + 3p1)
u1 = min(30; 6t01 + 3p1 + 2)
i01 = 6t01 + 3p1 � i1 + 4t01 + 1
for(; i1 � u1; i1 ++; i01 ++) f

i2 = max(0; i1 � 3; 3t02)
u2 = min(i1 + 10; 3t02 + 2)
i02 = 3t02 � i2 + 3t02 + 1
for(; i2 � u2; i2 ++; i02 ++)

A0(i01 + 1; i02 + 1) = A0(i01; i
0
2 + 1) +A0(i01; i

0
2)

g

Pack and Send Messages From Local Tile (t01; t
0
2)

g

Figure 11. Transformed Iteration Space for Example

for(; ij � uj ; ij ++; i0j ++)

where the limits are check against the global space, and an index into both the global and

local iteration spaces are maintained.

In Figure 11 the transformed loop nest is given for the original example in Figure 9.

5 Address Folding

Having determined the local iteration space and the size and shape of the local data space

a mapping from IL to AL must be determined. This becomes a simple matter of folding

the iteration indices in such a way as to �t into the local data space.

For any particular value of the local iteration space variables (i01; : : : ; i
0
j�1) the i

0
j local

iteration variable has a range of possible integer values, mentioned in an earlier section,

of:

Rng I
(i0
1
;:::;i0j�1

)

j � a0j � dmax;j

where I
(i0
1
;:::;i0

j�1
)

j represents the set of possible i0j value given the outer iteration variable

values.

The range of possible values in any dimension j, including both the write and read
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points, was calculated earlier and given by a0j for any processor. Therefore any two

reference values v1 and v2 must be in the range:

vmin;j � v1 � vmin;j + a0j � 1

vmin;j � v2 � vmin;j + a0j � 1

where vmin;j represents the start of the range for dimension j when the outer dimensions

are held constant. Then the following must also be true:

8v1; v2 2 fvmin;j; : : : ; vmin;j + a0j � 1g s.t. v1 6= v2 ) v1 mod a0j 6= v2 mod a0j

This then leads to the following function called the address folding function and is de�ned

by:

f : IL 7! AL; f(~i
0) =~i0 mod ~a0

In general the result loop body has the form:

A0(f(~i0)) = g(A0(f(~i0 � ~d1)); : : : ; A
0(f(~i0 � ~dk)))

For the example in Figure 9 ~r = (32; 16) and the resulting array size for each processor

is:

~n =

&
~r

~k

'
= (11; 6)

~n~P =

&
~n

~P

'
= (6; 6)

~a0 = ~n~P
� ~k0 = (24; 18)

The resulting loop body is then

A0(i01 mod 24; i02 mod 18) = A0((i01 � 1) mod 24; i02 mod 18) +A0((i01 � 1) mod 24; (i02 � 1) mod 18)

For the example in Figure 9 the loop body is then rewritten as:

A0(i01; i
0
2 mod 18) = A0(i01 � 1; i02 mod 18) +A0(i01 � 1; (i02 � 1) mod 18)

see Appendix B.
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6 Recycling

Before any of the methods mentioned here can be applied, techniques such as array

expansion and others must be used to remove any anti or output dependencies. Many

problems such as the numerical solution to partial di�erential equations (PDE) will require

array expansion to be performed on the original loop nest.

Introducing dimensions into the data space dramatically increases the amount of space

required to hold the data. Frequently the outermost dimension of the loop nest would

cause a new array dimension, in the case of a PDE this would represent time steps. Each

hyperplane would then (be constructed from all but the additional dimension and) contain

the results at a particular time step. Only the last hyperplane is required for the result.

All others are only used to store intermediate results.

Memory recycling is a method of allocating less memory than required for the complete

problem and reusing that memory as the calculations of the loop nest proceed. The array

need only hold enough information to perform it's current calculations. All previous

information is old and can be overwritten.

The calculation of the partial di�erential equation results in only one hyperplane of

information being of interest. All other hyperplanes are intermediate results. However

not all previous hyperplanes need to be maintained to perform the current calculations.

The problem can then be thought of as a moving set of hyperplanes involved in the

calculations.

The order of tile execution is dictated by the tile loop nest. The outermost tile index

is the slowest moving. We see in Figure 12 the execution order of the tiles is: �rst (0; 0),

then (0; 1), (0; 2), (1; 0), (1; 1), (1; 2), (2; 0), (2; 1) and �nally (2; 2).

An important question is: How many hyperplanes do we need to perform the calcula-

tions if the hyperplanes that were unused are reused for other calculations?

For a memory reuse schema to function, it must also function in a serial implemen-

tation. We consider the problem in terms of tiles. The tiles in the system have a lexical

ordering. We denote the lexical ordering of two tiles ~t1 and ~t2 as ~t1 � ~t2 and is de�ned as:

De�nition 3 (Lexical Ordering of Tiles)

~t1 � ~t2 i� 9j 2 f1::ng s.t. (t1;j < t2;j ^ 8i 2 f1::j � 1g s.t. t1;i = t2;i)
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We then de�ne a recycling function denoted sj where the dimension which is recycled

is dimension j. We recall that a tile ~t depends upon the information of all it's neighbouring

predecessors. The recycling function references blocks of memory, each block being a tile,

and is de�ned as:

sj(~t) = (t1; : : : ; tj�1; tj mod 2; tj+1; : : : ; tn)

The only dimension which may be recycled is dimension 1, so we show by contradiction

that dimensions 2 to n may not be recycled.

Proof: [Only Dimension 1 Can Be Recycled]

Assume the recycled dimension is j, where j 2 f2::ng.

Consider an arbitrary tile ~t. Tile ~t during it's execution will read information from it's

earlier neighbouring tiles, ie from tiles ~t �~b where ~b 2 f0; 1gn and ~b 6= ~0. Now consider

the tile where ~b = ~ei where i 2 f1::j � 1g. Then according to the recycling function the

block of memory from which this data comes is:

sj(~t� ~ei)

but tile ~t1 may have been the last tile to have written to the memory block sj(~t � ~ei), ie

sj(~t� ~ei) = sj(~t1)

We note that ~t1 � ~t and the following is still within the lexical ordering:

~t1 = ~t � ~ei + ~ej

so that:

sj(~t � ~ei) = sj(~t� ~ei + 2~ej)

and this then contradicts which tile the information is to be read from. As such no

recycling may take place on dimensions 2 to n.

For dimension 1 we can see that no such ~ei exists where 1 � i < 1 and we conclude

that recycling on dimension 1 is valid. 2

We can see that memory recycling can be achieved in terms of tiles. Requiring two tiles

in the recycling dimension. This however is overkill. Not all of a previous neighbouring
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Figure 12. Tile Slice Ordering

tile is required.

The information that is needed for a tile ~t to perform it's calculations only extends

back dmax;1 points in dimension 1 into the previous tile. As such only:

k1 + dmax;1

are needed to hold adequate information in dimension 1.

Each tile is a member of a slice of tiles. The slice in which a tile belongs is given by

the outer tile index t1 for that tile. In Figure 12 tiles f(0; 0); (0; 1); (0; 2)g all belong to

slice 0, tiles f(1; 0); (1; 1); (1; 2)g belong to slice 1, etc.

The size of the local recycle memory is then denoted by:

~� = (�1; : : : ; �n)

�j =

8><
>:
k1 + dmax;1 if j = 1

a0j otherwise

where ~a0 = (a01; : : : ; a
0
n) is de�ned in section 3.2. The local recycling data space is de�ned:

Ar
L = f~i 2 Zn j ~0 �~i � ~� � ~1g

The function to map from local iteration space to the local recycled data space is

called the address recycling function and is de�ned as:

f r : IL 7! Ar
L; f

r(~i) =~i mod ~�
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In general the resulting loop body has the form:

Ar
L(f

r(~i0)) = g(Ar
L(f

r(~i0 � ~d1)); : : : ; A
r
L(f

r(~i0 � ~d�)))

If the example given in Figure 9 is recycled in the outer dimension, then the memory

size required is:

~� = (5; 18)

signi�cantly reducing the amount of memory required by each processor. The resulting

loop nest code is identical to that previously given, but the loop body then becomes:

A0(i01 mod 5; i02 mod 18) = A0((i01 � 1) mod 5; i02 mod 18) +A0((i01 � 1) mod 5; (i02 � 1) mod 18)

The read only data on the boundaries of the iteration space now must be initialised

every time the outer tile loop advances. In the previous model this was set initially, under

the recycling model this can not be accomplished. The initial data must be stored on

each processor as separate information and the real arrays must be initialise on the y as

needed.

7 Conclusion

We have present methods for e�ectively mapping data to processors in a distributed

multicomputer according to a tiled iteration space. This mapping is removed from the

original subscript functions and provides an easy method of overcoming the problems

posed by complicated or non-linear subscript functions.

Address Folding provides an e�ective method of reducing the amount of memory re-

quired particularly when the iteration and data spaces are skewed. The memory address-

ing functions this method generates are not complicated and will allow e�cient execution

of code.

Array expansion is expensive in it's use of memory and we must �nd methods of

overcoming this cost if array expansion is to be useful, Memory Recycling is one such

method.

Further work needs to be done on; multiple write references in the loop nest body,

improvements in the calculation of ~s and re�nements in the allocation of processors.
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A Vertex Sets For A Polytope

The set of combinations of n values from � possibilities is denoted:

C�;n = f(a1; : : : ; an) 2 N
n j 1 � a1 < a2 < : : : < an < �g

The vertices occur at the intersection of n linearly independent planes of the bounding

planes of the polytope. We de�ned the sub matrix of matrix M 2 R��n to be a matrix

constructed from n rows of M and denoted by:

M j~a =

2
66664
Ma1

...

Man

3
77775

where ~a 2 f1::�gn and Mk is the k-th row of matrix M .

The set of vertices for the polytope Poly(	;  ) is then given by:

V = f~v 2 Poly(	;  ) j 9~c 2 C�;n s.t. det(	j~a) 6= 0 ^ ~v = 	j�1~a  j~ag

all points at the intersection of linearly independent planes which are within the space.
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B Re�nement Of Folding/Recycling Function

In general not all dimensions have bounds dependant on other iteration variables, (bounds

which do are said to be skewed by those iteration variables). The outer dimension is always

bound by constants. Iteration variables bounded by constants are then within the range:

dmax;j � i0j � a0j � 1

and with distance vector o�sets are within the range:

0 � i0j � dk;j � a0j � 1

it is not necessary to take the mod of these iteration variables as:

0 � x � y � 1) x = x mod y

The address folding function can then be re�ned to accommodate constant bound iteration

variables, and is given by:

f 0(~i0) = (f 01(i
0

1); : : : ; f
0

1(i
0

1))

f 0j(i
0

j) =

8><
>:
i0j if constant bounds and not recycled

i0j mod a0j otherwise

If the outer dimension is not recycled then it may always have the mode removed as

this dimension is not dependant upon any others.
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